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FAQs on the Markets and Economy

Has the increase in inflation
slowed down consumer spending?
The recent retail sales report rose a healthy 0.5% month over month as spending showed minor
damage from higher energy prices.
Of the 13 major categories in the report, gas stations had
the most significant gain, up a whopping 8.9%, driven by
the higher gasoline prices. It is important to note that
gasoline prices rose 13.3% last month, according to the
Consumer Price Index report. So the higher gasoline price
has probably incentivized some people to drive less on the
margin. Households are probably combining trips or taking
advantage of work-from-home flexibility: This is a dramatic
change from pre-pandemic life. Typically, gasoline demand
is inelastic; people would buy about the same amount
despite the higher prices. Potentially, that is changing due

to the work-from-home flexibility. There will need to be
more months of data to know for sure.
There appears to be an emerging change in consumer
spending habits. They seem to be shifting back to the
pre-pandemic style of shopping. Brick-and-mortar stores
had a good month, with merchandise sales up 5.4% month
over month and clothing up 2.6% month over month, while
non-store sales (internet) fell 6.4% month over month.
Also, services impacted by the pandemic have shown a nice
bounce, with restaurant sales up 1.0%.
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KEY QUESTIONS
What are we learning from Q1 earnings ?
Why is the market not showing signs of
credit stress?
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Why is the market not showing signs of credit stress?
Fixed income is off to one of its worst starts in more than 40 years, with index returns down across
most maturity and sector groupings.
U.S. high-yield corporate bonds are no exception, having
fallen almost -7% through the end of last week (April 22).
Despite the increased risk typically associated with owning
high-yield bonds credit stress has not been the primary
driver of year-to-date performance.
In fact, credit strength across most of the fixed income
universe is quite strong. Default rates remain near alltime lows, leverage has declined from pandemic highs,
companies’ earnings are recovering and most issuers have
refinanced near-term bond maturities out five to 10 years
and beyond. Geopolitical tensions have had little impact on
high-yield returns either, with stress metrics falling below
pre-invasion levels less than one month after the fact.

to-date decline. Rebounding economic growth, elevated
inflation and increasingly restrictive monetary policy from
the Federal Reserve have pushed yields to levels not seen
since 2018, weighing heavily on bond valuations.
Looking forward, U.S. high-yield bonds should perform
well, provided Treasury yields find their footing. In periods
following a protracted drawdown in fixed income returns,
bonds typically perform well over the subsequent 12
months. Should inflation fall more quickly than expected or
economic growth cool, returns should be relatively neutral
by year-end. In the meantime, higher yields are providing
opportunities to put new money to work as well as reinvest
proceeds from coupon payments and maturities in existing
portfolios.

Instead, surging Treasury yields have been the main culprit
for negative returns, which have more than doubled since
December and account for more than 90% of the year-
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What are we learning from Q1 earnings ?
With nearly 20% of companies reporting, Q1 earnings season is off to a solid albeit choppy start.
The percentage of companies beating earnings per share
(EPS) estimates remains well above the five year average.
However, the magnitude of those beats is now declining,
with some notable companies either missed or guided
down. For the first time since Q4 2020, earnings growth is
expected to fall into the single digits.

Despite the increasingly challenging environment,
forecasts for overall 2022 earnings growth have continued
to move higher from expectations of 7.0% at the start of
the year to 10.9% now. Although higher operating costs
will translate into smaller corporate bottom lines, higher
inflation also translates into more revenue, which can
allow earnings to still grow at a solid pace even with some
narrowing of margins.

The lower earnings growth rate relative to recent quarters
can, in good part, be attributed to difficult comparison from
a year ago when economic reopening drove unusually high
As higher interest rates become a stronger headwind
earnings growth, but ongoing macroeconomic headwinds
for valuations, we expect future stock prices to largely
have also played a role. Higher costs on everything from
be determined by earnings results. After a year of stellar
labor to materials to transportation are putting pressure
market returns and earnings growth, we think the backdrop
on profit margins. At the same time, companies are dealing
for corporate profitability remains favorable, driven by
with the spillover effects of the Ukraine war conflict and
further normalization of economic activity and solid private
recurrent COVID-19 lockdowns
in China.
sector Track
demand.Earnings
However, with
this cycle’s earnings growth
S&P
500 Returns Historically
Growth
rate peak behind us, investors should also be prepared for
more modest equity gains ahead.
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I M P O R TA N T D I S C L O S U R E S
The information presented does not involve the rendering of personalized investment, financial, legal or tax advice. This presentation is not an offer
to buy or sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell, any of the securities mentioned herein.
Certain statements contained herein may constitute projections, forecasts and other forward-looking statements, which do not reflect actual
results and are based primarily upon a hypothetical set of assumptions applied to certain historical financial information. Certain information has
been provided by third-party sources, and although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified, and its accuracy or completeness
cannot be guaranteed.
Any opinions, projections, forecasts and forward-looking statements presented herein are valid as of the date of this document and are subject to
change.
There are inherent risks with equity investing. These include, but are not limited to, stock market, manager or investment-style risks. Stock markets
tend to move in cycles, with periods of rising prices and periods of falling prices.
Investing in international markets carries risks such as currency fluctuation, regulatory risks and economic and political instability.
There are inherent risks with fixed income investing. These may include, but are not limited to, interest rate, call, credit, market, inflation, government policy, liquidity or junk bond risks. When interest rates rise, bond prices fall. This risk is heightened with investments in longer-duration fixed
income securities and during periods when prevailing interest rates are low or negative.
Investing involves risk, including the loss of principal.
As with any investment strategy, there is no guarantee that investment objectives will be met, and investors may lose money.
Past performance is no guarantee of future performance.
This material is available to advisory and sub-advised clients, as well as financial professionals working with City National Rochdale, a registered
investment advisor and a wholly owned subsidiary of City National Bank. City National Bank provides investment management services through its
sub-advisory relationship with City National Rochdale.

INDEX DEFINITIONS
S&P 500 Index: The S&P 500 Index, or Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, is a market-capitalization-weighted index of 500 leading publicly traded companies in the U.S. It is not an exact list of the top 500 U.S. companies by market cap because there are other criteria that the index includes.
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High Yield Bond Index: measures the USD denominated, high-yield, fixed-rate corporate bond market.
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